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Video Questions
Review the videos and answer the following questions
Video #1 - First Meeting

The First Meeting - Part 2: Getting to Know

TUTOR-LEARNER FIRST MEETING

1) From the video, what 3 topics were covered? *
   Choose the 3 that apply
   
   - Icebreaker
   - Learning styles
   - Goals
   - Study skills
   - Scheduling

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc___S8JaykPMZHgI8xAo-UoUoC93ewsdQ--ruQRS1KiA6w/viewform
1) The tutor and learner practiced which type of phoneme isolation? *

- Initial (first) sound isolation
- Final (last) sound isolation
- Medial (middle) sound isolation
- All of the above
- None of the above

2) What techniques were used in the modeled tutoring session? *

- Explanation of lesson objective (identifying sounds of letters)
- Oral reading of questions
- Word cards
- Positive reinforcement
- All of the above
2) In the video, what does the learner want to accomplish through tutoring? *

- [ ] She wants to go back to school
- [ ] She wants to become a loan officer
- [ ] She wants to improve her technology skills
- [ ] She wants to read to her children
- [ ] She wants to learn how to break down words

Video #2 - Decoding

Phonemic Awareness - Task 1: Phoneme**

ALPHABETICS: PHONEMIC AWARENESS
Video #3 - Decoding

1) Which of the following strategies did the learner use to figure out the word "whacked"? *

- Sounding out the unfamiliar word
- Reading the word in the sentence to see if it made sense
- Used spelling patterns to figure out the unknown word
- Used dictionary

2) What questions should a learner ask when practicing difficult words on their own?

Your answer
Video #4 - Vocabularly

Selecting Useful Words to Pre-Teach

VOCABULARY: SELECTING USEFUL WORDS TO PRE-TEACH

1) Give 4 examples of types of words to choose for pre-teaching. *

Your answer

2) What do signal words indicate in a text? *

Your answer
Video #5 - Fluency

Improving Fluency with Oral Reading Strategies

1) From the video, what is the best strategy to improve phrasing and expression? *
Choose from dropdown list.

Choose

2) When practicing one of these strategies, how many times should a passage be read to be most effective? *
Choose 1 from list below.

- 2 times
- 3 times
- 1 time
- as many times as the learner needs
Video #6 - Comprehension

Posing and Answering Questions

1) From the video, what 3 types of questions were discussed? *

Your answer

2) From the video, (a) name the type of question that helps a learner "connect" to the text. (b) Who did the learner know who was in a similar situation as the hairdresser in the story. *

Your answer
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